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106 Calyer St. 
Greenpoint, NY, 11222
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https://www.triskelionarts.org/nicole-wolcott

Schedule
November 1, 2019: 8:00pm
November 2, 2019: 8:00pm

November, 1-2, 2019

Nicole Wolcott

Company: Triskelion Arts Presents
Venue: Triskelion Arts
Location: Greenpoint, NY

Whitney Browne

Triskelion Arts Presents Nicole Wolcott. Luggage Lost comes alive in a harrowingly dull and necessary place - an airport. In this liminal space
stories meet and individual narratives merge while suspended in an interminable and absurdist delay - each player in a hurry with no
departure, no arrival. This evening of dancetheater invites both comedy and pathos as the mountains of luggage become a collective burden,
transforming from walls to weapons to dance partners carrying what was once private, now unceremoniously exposed. Luggage Lost wonders
what we choose to bring with us and what we can live without, memories, waiting, TSA, and too many lost suitcases.

 

“Nicole Wolcott is ‘One of today’s finest dance comedians and a knockout dancer,’” - Claudia La Rocco, The New York Times

“The Marvelous Ms. Wolcott”-  The New York Times

“Nicole Wolcott’s PaperPieces is/are all over the place literally and emotionally, but that is somehow perfect.” - Quinn Baston, OffOffOff.com

*strong language

About Nicole Wolcott

Nicole Wolcott is a choreographer, teacher and dancer living in Brooklyn, NY. She co-founded KEIGWIN + COMPANY with Larry Keigwin a
New York City based contemporary dance company in 2003. The company has been produced and commissioned by the Guggenheim
Museum Works and Process Series in NYC and the Guggenheim Bilbao, as well as the American Dance Festival, the Skirball Center and a host
of other institutions.  In 2017 they traveled to Africa as Cultural Ambassadors for the United States.  Wolcott  was the Associate Artistic
Director for 13 years and now works with Keigwin on other projects including as Associate Choreographer for the return of RENT to Broadway
directed by Michael Greif and for the original Broadway production of If/Then starring Idina Menzel. In 2018 they began touring their evening-
length duet titled Places Please! a retrospective of their artistic collaboration and friendship as well as a commentary on the life of a dancer
trying to make it in show business. Nicole has enjoyed a long career with dance companies, rock bands and video artists around the country
and been the subject of a feature article in DANCE TEACHER magazine.  Currently she facilitates a dance conversation between a cohort of
international artists called The Year of the Dog at dancedialogue.org and is excited to be creating a new work to premiere in November of
2019 titled “Luggage Lost” with her company The Well.Wolcott, at Triskelion Arts nicolewolcott.com
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